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INTRODUCTION

Prior to about 1970, the literature on radiation damage in

metals could be divided into two broad categories. One consisted

of reports of basic damage mechanisms in pure metals and single

phase alloys. The other consisted of empirical, rather than
mechanistic studies of the properties of multi-phase engineering

alloys. Consequently, most theoretical analyses of radiation

damage mechanisms were based on data on materials which could not

be used as structural components in a radiation environment.

f The simple empirical documentation of properties of actual

engineering materials has become inadequate as the nuclear environ-

ment has become more hostile e.g. in the fast breeder reactor. It

has become necessary to understand materials' response to radiation

so that selection and processing might be optimized.

An obvious example of the application of basic studies of

damage in commercial materials is the investigation of swelling

behavior of austenitic stainless steel fuel element cladding.
1Detailed theoretical modeling based on thermodynamics and kinetics

2
and rather refined transmission electron microscopy analyses of

defects have characterized the study. Recently the mechanistic

approach has been extended to precipitation-hardenable Ni-base

superalloys since these multiphase materials appear to resist

swelling more effectively than the stainless steels.

This report describes an experimental program directed

toward an understanding of the mechanisms of V-irradiation damage

in another class of useful materials, precipitation-hardenable Al

alloys. The potential engineering significance of this basic

study is pointed out in Figure 1, which shows room-temperature

1
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Charpy impact strength of alloy 2017, heat-treated to the fully-

strengthened T6 condition. As the hardened alloy is y-irradiated

in a Co60 cell, a noticeable decrease in toughness is apparent.

The trend, with each point representing the average of five tests,

indicates that irradiation must influence structure since it

influences properties. Gamma-irradiation is normally considered

a rather mild radiation environment, so this suggests that it is

dangerous to neglect it as being capable of influencing material

behavior. It further suggests that intense neutron doses are not

the only type of environment whose damage mechanisms must be

understood.

The research program is directed toward answering several

questions about the effect observed in Figure 1.

1. Is the effect real?

2. If it is real, what are the mechanisms of the structural

changes causing property changes?

3. How can these mechanisms be controlled so as to guarantee

the satisfactory performance of these materials in a y or electron

irradiation environment?

2



LITERATURE SURVEY

_y-Irradiation Damage Through Rutherford Collisions

The extent of crystalline damage caused by neutron, proton,

, •or heavy-ion irradiation is enormous relative to that caused by

direct electron or Y (indirect-electron) irradiation. Heavier

particles cause long tracks of displaced atoms in the form of

vacancies and interstitials, voids, and dislocation loops. This

damage so overshadows that done by electrons that it is usually

reasonable to neglect y or electron irradiation as playing a role

in influencing microstructure. As more eviderce of morphology

change from electron and y -irradiation becomes available, thW

danger of this neglect becomes evident.

The solid state physicist and materials scientist usually

think of radiation damage occuring because of Rutherford or

"billiard ball" colli.sions between high energy particles and

nuclei. An incoming particle transfers its momentum to an atom

on a lattice site, displacing it and thereby causing crystal

damage. The literature survey begins with a summary of this

damage mechanism, although subsequent discussion will show that

Rutherford collisions may not be the only relevant damage

mechanism in multiphase alloys.

Of the multitude of references on Y-irradiation in metal
4 5

crystals, the book by Chadderton and the review by Sosin present

particularly complete treatments of the inter-relation between

radiation absorption and crystal defect structure.

Chadderton points out that Y-rays may be absorbed and

cause radiation damage by a number of processes. In the y-energy

range between 0.5 and 5 MeV, however, practica.ly all absorption
6

ard damage in metals is caused by Compton electrons. In the
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Compton effect a y-quantum strikes a free electron, transferring

a portion of its kinetic energy (momentum) and causing the

electron to move as a charged particle through the lattice. The

energy of the electron is almost equal to that of the in-coming

y-ray, so the process produces projectiles capable of displacing

atoms in the'host lattice and causing radiation damage. Sosin

refers to this process as 'internal" electron irradiation, with

the electron causing the Rutherford collision.

Collision mechanics shows that the electron of primary energy

Ep can strike a host atom of mass M2 and transfer energy up to Tm

to it, where T and E are related byto twhee m P

22 (E + 2m c) ET e p " (1)
m.2

M 2c

Here m is the mass of the electron and c is the velocity of light.e

For situations relevant to our work, the energy of the incident

y-ray is transferred to electrons which dissipate it in the form

of heat and of radiation damage through point defect production.

In order for point defects to be produced, Tm must be greater than

Ed, the energy to displace an atom from a normal lattice site, or

in some cases it must be greater than E r , the energy to replace

one lattice atom with another. The displacement mechanism of point
'iI

defect creation requires that a struck atom or "knock-on" force

its way through neighboring atoms and into an interstitial site.

in addition, in certain cases a Compton electron directs a

knock-on directly toward a nearest neighbor, which the knock-o-

replaces in the lattice and directs in turn toward its nearest

neighbor. In these situations, the displacement propagates down a

chain until the process ends with the creation of an interstitial

at a lattice discontinuity. The vacancy at the beginning of the

4
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chain along with the interstitial at the discontinuity form a

separated Frenkel pair. This replacement mechanism of point

defect production requires energy E about 0.1 E , and Chadderton
r d

shows that about five replacement pairs will be produced for each

displacement pair.

Since a '1 MeV y-ray produces an electron of energy about

1 MeV, equation (1) indicates that energy T of 50 to 100 eV can' m

be imparted to an atom in a typical engineering alloy. Since Ed

is of order 10 eV, this energy is sufficient to produce one or

two displacement Frenkel pairs or several more replacement pairs.

It is apparent then that the radiation damage from Co
60

y-irradiation should consist largely of single or small multiple

interstitials and vacancies distributed throughout the lattice.

One obvious effect of irradiation on morphology is the enhancement

of solute diffusion by these excess vacancies.
Further, it is reasonable to assume that the binding energy

of a solute atom in the precipitate is of order 10 eV, so that

either "knock-ons" or electrons can also be expected to sputter

atoms from the surface of precipitate particles. Moreover, the

precipitate presents a natural termination point for a displace-

ment propagation down a replacement chain in the lattice, so that

a higher concentration of matrix vacancies or of solute atoms

dissolved from precipitates can be expected at the periphery of

the particle.

In short, based on the usual models of radiation damage,

there is no reason to neglect the possibility that y -irradiation

damage is capable of causing changes in second phase morphology

in a multiphase alloy.

i
5
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Rutherford Collision Damage in Multiphase Alloys

Because most basic experimental radiation damage studies are

made in pure materials, there are few theoretical treatments of

the effect of irradiation on second phase particles. A fairly
7recent review by Damask suimmarizes the literature on this topic

and indicates that five precipitate-related processes can occur

when non-fissionable alloys are irradiated. They are: destruction

of order; change of precipitate size; enhanced nucleation; enhanced

diffusion; retarded diffusion. Damask concludes that electron

and v-irradiation should influernce only the last two processes.

A more recent paper by Nelson8 et al similarly classifies

three simultaneously-occurring processes which can influence

precipitate morphology. The first is recoil dissolution or the

sputtering of atoms off precipitates by high energy particles.

The second is disordering dissolution in which impinging particles

destroy order on the periphery of an ordered precipitate and cause

it to dissolve. The third is enhanced diffusion due to excess

vacancies generated during irradiation. The authors, conclude

(without experimental evidence) that only the last process will

be operative in 7 or electron irradiation.

Nelson et al consider the net effect of irradiation on

spherical, ordered precipitates of volume V = 4r/3. There are
N atoms per unit volume in the precipitates, and each atom can be

displaced by irradiation at a damage rate of K displacements/atom/

sec.

The precipitates grow or shrink by a vacancy diffusion mecha-

nism. The normal diffusivity D can be supplemented with an

enhanced diffusivity D', which comes about as radiation-induced

vacancies increase atom mobility. For materials of low dislocation

density D,= [Kvs j(
z (2)

6



where x is the jump distance, vs is the solute (vacancy) jump

frequency, anP z is a recombination parameter = 1.

At; far as the precipitates themselves are concerned, recoil

dissolution sputters atoms into the matrix at a flux rD = 1014 K/

cm2/sec. The flux causes the precipitate to decrease in volume

at a rate

dV - ,4rep 3)
dt N

If the precipitate is ordered, the irradiation particles

disorder a shell of thickness I, on the periphery. A fraction q

of the atoms in the shell will leave the precipitate and dissolve

in the matrix, a process characterized by the dissolution parameter

= q. The rate of volume change due to this effect isN,

dV
= - K4K . '4)

The kinetics of the processes arc defined by the diffusivity

D'' = D+D', which is employed in the three simultaneous differential

equations which govern particle growth or shrinkage The equations

are

dv =3' 5
t 3D'' C2 r/p, (5)

dr + +-3D'_ D'' r2n, (6)
dt N 41Tpr

and

dr 4,K + I D'' r2 n. (7)
dt 4 pr

: 7



Here C, is the total solute content of the system, C2 is the
matrix solute concentration, p is the atom fraction of solute

in precipitates and n is the number of precipitates per unit

volume.

Analytical solutions to the three equations show that

the behavior-of the system is very complicated. Depending

on the values of the various parameters involved:

1. Precipitates below a critical size may grow, while

those above that size may shrink, i.e., simultaneous coarsening

and decoarsening may occur.

2. Re-solution may so enrich the matrix in solute that

nucleation of a fine dispersion of precipitates may be super-

posed on shrinkage and growth of larger precipitates.

In general, the system responds to irradiation in a much

more complex fashion than is observed in typical thermal-mecha-

nical treatments. However, the magnitude of change of precipi-

tate size resulting from the processes described by equations

2 through 6 can be estimated from the equations themselves.

Consider as the most typical example, Al-Cu alloys in which
8

the precipitate responsible for maximum hardening8 , G', is an

ordered platelet, tens of Angstroms thick and several hundred

ngstroms in diameter. Represent the precipitate as a sphere

of r = 10-6 cm and note that our internal friction measurements

in Cu show that Co60 y-irradiation at a dose of 1 x l02 rads/sec

produces damage at a K = 2 x 10- 13 displacements/atoms/sec. For

these precipitates, the recoil mechanism described by equation

(3) produces a rate of volume change

dV 10 cm3 /sec (recoil dissolution).
dt

This corresponds to a rate of radius change dr/dt of gbout ]O

cm/sec. For an irradiation time of 10 hours (3.6 x 104 sec), a

8
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net radius 2thange of 10 - 109 cm can occur. Thus reasonable

irradiations result in changes in the order of monolayer in the

precipitate size.

The disordering dissolution mechanism requires that the

dissolution parameter $ = q be estimated. It is reasonable that

a 7-induced electron can disorder a region 4 at least one atomic

diameter (10-8cm) in depth. Assuming further that the probability

q of atom leaving the disordered region rather than moving to
-9

re-order it is 0.1, then 1 = 0 cm. For a precipitate of radius
~-6

10 cm, equation (4) predicts

dv 10-.38
dt - cm3/sec (disordering dissolution).

Since the GP zones in these alloys are ordered, a typical 7-

irradiation treatment will remove an additional monolayer from the

precipitates.

These relationships show that v-induced electrons can bring

about measurable changes in precipitate size. It remains to ask

whether significant changes are possible kinetically i.e. whether

D' is large enough to allow significant solute atom transport.
-87

Assuming that X = 3 x 10 cm and that Vs i0' /sec (both typical

values) then equation (2) yields,

D' = 10-18 cm/sec (enhanced diffusion).

10
In his discussion of aging in Al-Cu, Fine notes that D for Cu

in Al at 300 K is 10 cm2/sec, a value much too small to account

for observed precipitation. He further mentions that excess

vacancies introduced by quenching from the solutionizing temperature-18
cause an enhanced diffusion coefficient D' = i 10 cm2/sec to exist.

This value is adequate to cause change in precipitate size at 300-

400°K. Since D' due to quenching is of identical order of magnitude

to that due to Y-irradiation, it can be concluded that favorable

kinetic conditions exist for change of precipitate size during

irradiation. 9



The theoretical predictions all indicate that y.-irradiation

can influence microstructure, althoughi conservative use of the

predictions suggests that the intlvence will be very small. The

following section of the literatvre review shows that the

Coulombic repulsion of ions, ionized by high energy radiation,

can bring about greater damage in multiphase materials than can the

Rutherford collisions just considered.

Coulombic Repulsion Damage in Multiphase Alloys

In 1950, Varley showed that the concentration of point

defects produced in alkalai halides by X-irradiation exceeded that

predicted for Rutherford collisions by several orders of magnitude.

He proposed that a much more significant cause of irradiation

damage was the repulsion of like-charged ions created by X-rays.

Specifically he noted the high probability of the reaction

Cl + hv (X-ray) . cl+ + 2e, (8a)

followed by the dissociation of a small region in the alkalai

halide lattice through the coulombic repulsion

Cl + M+  Displacement of M and Cl, (8b)

where M denotes an alkalai metal.

This type of reaction can occur only in poor electrical

conductors, because the electrons created by the reactidn(8a) remain

detached from their parent ion for a time sufficient for displace-

ment to occur only in poor conductors. In metals, the electrons

immediately return to the parent ion, or free electrons in the

metal electron "gas" rush to the ion so rapidly that the ion

cannot be repelled from the equilibrium position by the like charges

ur its neighbors. It might be expected then that this Coulombic

reaction can only cause radiation damage in metals which contain

poorly-conducting second-phase particles; e.g. oxides, non-

metallic inclusions or certain intermetallic compounds.

10
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Ten years later, Platzman sbowed that ionization and

therefore, repulsion, might occur easily by the Auger effect in

which impinging radiation increases the over-all energy of an

atom to such an extent that electrons are emitted in a so-called

"Auger-cascade." Loss of electrons causes the atom to become

charged, and if the charge is of the same sign as that of neigh-.

boring ions, the parent ion is repulsed to an interstitial site,

leaving a vacancy in the original position. Not only are point

defects created by this mechanism, small precipitate particles can
be literally shattered apart by Coulombic repulsion in certain

cases.

Both the Varley and the Platzman mechanisms require that
primary radiation dissipate its energy in causing electrons to be

ejected from atoms rather than by causing secondary (flourescent)

radiation to be created. It can be shown13 that the tendency of

an irradiated atom to emit electrons rather than flourescent

radiation is proportional to [1 + (9/30)4] -1, where 9 is the atomic

number. It is evident that the lighter the atom, the greater the

ionization tendency, and the greater the susceptability to radiation

damage through Coulombic repulsion. This suggests that poorly-

conducting second phase particles containing light atoms might be

especially prone to radiation-induced morphology change.

In any event, it is evident that radiation damage theory predicts

that the second phase particles in an engineering alloy can be

influenced by y-irradiation. The conventional "billiard-ball"

collision mechanism can account for changes in precipitate size,

shape, and number density, through enhanced diffusion, recoil

dissolution, or disordering dissolution. The Coulombic repulsion

mechanism can lead to dissolution of poorly-conducting second phase

particles through either direct ionization (Varley) or Auger

ionization (Platzman) events.

11
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The next section of the report shows that internal friction

provides an ideal tool for the study of these radiation daniage

processes, and the section following it describes the experimental

results.

12



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Damping Studies of Precipitation in Al-Cu

t is well known that interal friction measurements provide

an cxtremely sensitive tool for the study of atomistic processes

within solids, including recovery, radiation damage and precipi-

tation. In a recently-published work14 we have shown that ultra-

sonic pulse echo attenuation measurements in the MHz frequency

range and resonance bar damping measurements in the kHz range

allow accurate monitoring of the aging process in Al-3 Cu.

The pulse-echo method allows the measurement of the decay or

attenuation (a) of a high frequency elastic wave pulse as it
1L5

reverberates between parallel surfaces within a plate-like sample"

The resonance bar method, as conducted with the Marx16 technique,

allows the measurement of the energy loss or damping (6) which

occurs in a sample driven at resonance by quartz transducers. Both

internal friction techniques are carried out with sample being

aged and/or V-irradiated in situ, and both allow measurement of

modulus defect, another gage of internal friction.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of ultrasonic attenuation and

resonance bar damping during aging at 1901C of solution treated

Al-3 Cu. Included in the figure is a plot of the Rockwell "E"

hardness of the material as a function of aging time, t. It is

seen that both techniques provide a sensitive gauge of the sub-

microstructural and microstructural changes which occur during

aging and which influence macroscopic properties.

In addition to yielding a direct qualitative measure of

atomic processes taking place within the alloys, the measurements

can be interpreted quantitatively so as to give insight as to the

mechanisms responsible for the processes.

For example, Figure 2b shows a as a function of t and fre-

quency (f). It is possible to divide a (f, t) into the component

13
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parts which each individual internal friction process contributes

to the observed loss. A background loss ab (t), which can be

shown to be independent of t, arises because of extraneous effects

and because of scattering by grain boundaries within the polycrystal-

line sample. A precipitate scattering loss as (t). which depends

upon precipitate size and shape and is independent of f in these

experiments, occurs as precipitates, even of those of sub-micro-

structural size, scatter the elastic wave. A dislocation loss ad

arises because dislocations oscillate under the action of the

vibratory elastic wave and dissipate energy. (Application of the

Granato-Lucke1 7 theory of dislocation damping to these experiments

indicates that this latter loss should vary as f2 and consist of

a time-dependent component ad(f2 , t) and a time independent com-

ponent ad(f2)o) The total attenuation is

a(f,t) = ab(f) + ad(f 2 ) + as(t) + ad(f 2 , t). '9)

The time-dependent portion of the attenuation, Aa, gives a measure

of the kinetic processes occurring during aging and consists of a

frequency-dependent dislocation contribution and a frequency-

independent scattering contribution; thus

= a(f,t) - [ab(f) + ad(f as(t) d(f t) (10)

Plots of a versus f2 for various aging times should yield

straight lines if this analysis is valid. The intercepts ate

:-tual to as (t) and should give a direct measure of changing

pioec..pitate size and/or shape. The slopes should be proportional

to the changing dislocation component of the internal friction as

dislocations become either more pinned or more mobile as preci-

pitates form and renove solute from the matrix.

Figure 3a shows such plots for aging times to 250 hours.

They are indeed linear, with intercepts and slopes increasing

14



with t. Figure 3b shows the intercepts s (t) plotted against

independent measurements of G. P. zone diameter obtained as a

function of t. The correlation between the two is evident.
Our damping studies of aging in the absence of radiation

have shown that:

1. Change of precipitate size and/or shape can be followed

and analyzed quantitatively by means of internal friction experi-

ment and theory.

2. The change in the dislocation damping of an alloy under-

gcing structural change provides a gauge of the processes causing

change, and insight regarding the mechanisms of the processes
can be gained through application of damping theory.

15



Irradiation-Damping Studies

Because the experiments just discussed have shown damping

measurements to be a sensitive gauge of precipitation-related

phenomena, the techniques have been applied to fully hardened

Al alloys subjected to y-irradiation in tha 14 kilocurie 
Co60

V source of the University's radiation laboratory. Emphasis

has been on the use of the Marx resonance bar technique, with

polycrystalline rod samples vibrated at 80 kHz in the fundamental

longitudinal mode.

Figure 4 shows the in situ damping of a 99.99% pure Al sam-

ple irradiated at a dose of I x 10 rads/sec. The sample was

put through a heat treatment corresponding to the T6 condition

for direct comparison with alloy samples. (Solution heated at

500'C, quenched, aged at 1900C for 10 hours.) The decrease in

the damping noted has been observed often in single phase materi-

als during electron and y-irradiation. It is attributed to the

decrease in the dislocation contribution to the internal friction,

as the point defects created during irradiation migrate to dislo-

cations, immobilize them, and eliminate their ability to oscillate

and dissipate vibrational energy. The accompanying increase in

resonance frequency f with decrease in damping is consistent
r

with the relationship of modulus defect to damping. Stern and
Granato1 have conducted extremely detailed experiments in the -

irradiation of single-phase materials and have provided detailed

analysis of the damping results in terms of dislocation damping

theory. Our observations are consistent with theirs and certainly

are not surprising.

16
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Figure 5 shows that high-purity Al - 3 W/o Cu in the T-6

condition responds to irradiation in a manner similar to pure

Al, with a monotonic decrease in 8 and its corresponding in-

crease in f. Both pure Al and the binary alloy then exhibitr
behavior consistent with the usual dislocation pinning model

of irradiation - damping experiments.

On the other hand, surprising results are obtained during

y-irradiation of commercially pure 2017-T6 and 2024-T6, Figures

6 and 7. The usual decrease in 8 is observed during the first

7 hours of irradiation, presumably because radiation-induced

point defect pinners are immobilizing dislocations. At longer

times however, 6 begins to increase and approach a saturation

value. The decrease in f which should accompany the unusual
r

increase in 6 is observed.

Table I lists the nominal compositions of the commercial

alloys. One major difference between them and the pure Al or

the Al - Cu binary alloy is the presence of Mg, which is a light

Table I

Nominal Compositions of Commercial Al Alloys

Alloy Wt% Cu Wt% Mg Wt% Mn

2017 4.0 0.5 0.5

2024 4.5 1.5 0.5

element and an extremely potent oxide former. This suggests that

Mg - bearing alloys might be especially susceptible to radiation

damage by way of the Varley-Platzmann mechanism.

In order to determine if the presence of Mg is related to the

anomalous damping minimum observed in the commercial alloys. Measure-
ments have been conducted on a high purity binary Al - 9.5 W/o Mg

17
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donated by ALCOA. The alloy, which is known to age harden slug-

gishly is solution-treated at 5300 C for 2 hours, quenched and

aged at 190 C for 12 hours. Its damping is then determined in

situ during irradiation with the Marx gauge. Figure 8 shows

that indeed, a damping minimum appears after 4 hours of V-irradi-

ation, indicating that the ,,nusual behavior is somehow associated

with Mg.

One major disadvantage of the damping measurements summarized

in Figures 4 through 8 is that they are indirect and do not give

a clear indication of the effect of irradiation on precipitate

morphology. For that reason, transmission electron micrographs

of both the unirradiated and irradiated materials have been ob-

tained.

Figure 9 shows pure Al in the as-heat treated condition and

after 7 and 25 hours of V-irradiation. The original appearance

is that of a single phase material of low dislocation density.

After 7 hours of irradiation, small spots, which are probably ra--

diation-induced dislocation loops, appear in the microstructure,

and their density increases during subsequent irradiation to 25 hours.

It might be expected that the loops, which increase dislocation

density, could cause an increase in dislocation damping. This is

evidently not the case since Figure 4 shows a monotonic decrease

in & during irradiation. The micrographs along with the damping

data shows that pure Al has a very predictable response to irradia-

tion.

The microstructure of Al - 3 Cu in the T6 condition as shown

in Figure 10 after 0, 7 and 25 hours of irradiation are quite si-

milar. The precipitates are flat plates of a general square shape,

18
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about 1000 A in long dimension and roughly 10 A thick. The size,

shape and number density of particles remain unchanged during ir-

radiation, and this is consistent with the damping data which show

fthe steady decrease in 6 characterizing simple dislocation pinning.
Both Figures 9 and 10 then indicate that no significant micro-

structural changes occur when the unusual minimum in damping is ab-

sent. Figure 11 shows electron micrographs of 2017-T6 after 0, 7

and 25 hours of irradiation. The as-age hardened structure con-

sists of a profuse distribution of fine precipitates in the matrix.
I010 2The high precipitate number density of 6 x 10 per cm is to be

expected for a commercial alloy, designed to show marked strength-

ening. After 7 hours of irradiation, a time corresponding to the

minimum in 6, precipitate coarsening occurs. The 25 hour irradi-

ation produces a fine dispersion of precipitates similar to the orig-

inal one. The combined coarsening-decoarsening predicted by Nel-

son et al. has taken place, and is characterized by the internal

friction minimum.

The damping minimum also appears in the Al - 9.5 Mg alloy,

whose microstructure is shown in Figure 12. The unirradiated but

age-hardened material shows little evidence of precipitation. This

is consistent with the known sluggishness of precipitation in this

binary alloy. Little if any change in microstructure is observed

after 4 hours of irradiation, the time working the minimum in 6.

After 25 hours of irradiation however, a time adequate for the

damping to pass through the minimum and return to a high value, a

profuse precipitation of fine discs is observed. Once again it is

seen that the damping minimum is an indicator of radiation-induced

morphological changes.
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Thus far it has been seen that radiation damage theory,

based on either Rutherford collision or Coulombic repulsion

models, predicts that 7-irradiation can influence the micro-

structure of a multiphase alloy. Further both damping measure-

ments and electron microscopy indicate that change can be brought

about in certain Al alloys.
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CONCLUSIONS

The INTRODUCTION to this report sets three major experi-

mental objectives. The first is to establish whether V-irradia-

tion can cause morphology change. The second is to explain the

reason that irradiation influences morphology. The third is to

develop suggestions for the control of material behavior in a

7-irradiation environment. The first objective has been met with

good success, and the second and third have been partially met.

The Existence of an Effect

Both Rutherford col.lision and Coulombic repulsion theory

indicate that V-irradiation should influence the size, shape and

distribution of precipitates in multiphase alloys. The respective

theories are not clear as to the extent of the influence, but first

estimates suggest that the effect should be small. Usual treat-

ments of radiation damage, in fact, completely neglect V-irradiation

damage as being capable of exerting significant effects on structure
~and properties. The damping and microscopy results show independent-

ly that microstructural changes do occur.

The increase in 6 after a critical period of irradiation may

be logically attributed, at first thought, to the increase in dis-

location density in the materials as radiation-induced dislocation

loops are formed. This explanation is inadequate however because

neither pure Al or Al - 3 w/o Cu show the minimum although there is

evidence that loops are forming.
The internal friction minimum can only be interpreted in terms

of a net freeing of dislocations of solute atom pinners after a crit-

ical irradiation dose. This implies a net transfer of solute atoms

from Cottrell atmospheres into the matrix or into precipitates.

21
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The electron micrographs indicate that the transfer is into

precipitates since second phase morphology changes after the crit-

ical irradiation dose. There is no doubt that V-irradiation changes

the microstructure of certain of these materials.

Mechanisms of-the Effect

The reasons behind the observed effects are not evident. En-

hanced diffusion and nucleation may be playing a part in the kinet-

ic processes. Direct shrinking of precipitates because of Ruther-

ford collisions may be occurring. Precipitate break-up because of

Coulombic effects may be taking place. More in-depth studies in

systems with alloying elements of a range of Z and oxide-forming ten-

dencies are necessary. Further kinetic studies yielding the time de-

pendence of precipitate growth and/or shrinkage are necessary to es-

tablish the roles of enhanced diffusion or nucleation.

Property Control in a V-Irradiation Environment

At this point in the investigation it is evident that Mg plays

an important part in an alloy's susceptibility to V-irradiation

damage. Its presence should be avoided until such time that the

clear relationship between structure, properties and Y-irradiation

in these alloys is determined.

I
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Table I

Table I Nominal Compositions of Commercial Al Alloys

SEE PAGE 17

'1Preceding page blank
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Figure 9

(a) 99.99% Al. Unirradiated

a(b) 99.99% A!. irradiated 7 hours at a ccP 0v dose of 6 x 103 rad/im.

W.~

(c) 99.99% Al. irradiated 25 hours at a cP0 Y does of 6 x 1 0 3 rads/min.
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Figure 10

(a) A1-3 w/o Cu. Unirradiated.

(b) A1-3 w/o Cu. irradiated 7 hours at a Ceo0  dose of 6 x 103 rads/min.

(c) Al-3 w/o Cu. Irradiated 25 hours at a CoO0 Y dose of 6 x 101 rada/min.
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Figure 11

(a) 2017-T6 Unirradiated.

(b) 2017-T6 Irradiated 7 hours at a CoP0 V dose of 6 x 10P rads/min.

AFI

(C) 2017-T6 irradiated 25 hours at a C3o0 Y dose of 6 x 103 rads/min.
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Figure 12

(a) A1-9.5 v/a Mg. Unirradlated.

r-

(b) A1-9.5 wc/o Mg. irradiated 4 hours at a Coe v dose of 6 x lO3rads/min.

(c) A1-9.5 v/a Mg. irradiated 25 hours at a CcPO y dose of 6 x l0$rada/un
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